PGA CLASS A MEMBERS
ERROLL MILLER, PGA
PGA Head Professional at Breckenridge since 1985. Erroll have been assisting golfers
with their game for 41 years. Using a “cause and effect” approach, Erroll will
typically change a few items that will then cause other items of the swing to change
naturally. This keeps the approach simple yet very effective. The use of a video clips
can influence the visual learner in a positive way and Erroll usually has his I Pad ready for use on the lesson tee.
“I find a vast majority of golfers can benefit from just a few seconds of video”, states Erroll. Whether it is your
full swing or a short game component, Erroll is ready to take your game to a new level of enjoyment.

RYAN MAHLSTADT, PGA
Ryan is a Long Island native who moved to Colorado in 2009. He graduated in
2012 from the University of Colorado at Colorado Springs with a degree in
Professional Golf Management. Ryan grew a passion for the game playing for fun
with friends on public courses across New York. He has been helping golfers of all
levels with their game for the past eight years and believes the more fun you make
the game the easier it is to learn. He loves introducing the game to new players and
showing experienced players how much fun this frustrating game can be. Ryan believes that every player has
their own unique swing and by following simple fundamentals anyone can improve their game and continue to
get better with practice.

MOE MONIGAN
Certified Master Instructor/Club Fitting Consultant. 20+ years with Top Level Golf
as well as a Club Fitting Consultant for Titleist, Cobra, and Taylormade Golf. Moe’s
philosophy, "Golf Clubs need to fit & you have to know how to use them". Golf is
fun & easy if you are grounded in the fundamentals of GPA&RT (Grip, Posture,
Alignment, Rhythm and Tempo) that allow the proper sequencing of clubs, body & mind to be in sync! Like Jack
says "FUNDAMENTALS".

